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Advanced browsing and contextual search.This will be a large driver as the developer, deMusica.com, is trying to build a search
engine with their product as well as build in offline storage and greater integration with the OS itself. Personally, I think this will

be a good idea as some of the built in features on Android have to be forced into being great. Another unique idea from
deMusica.com is the inclusion of content search for every single movie ever made. This is the first time I've seen this done on

an Android device and I can see this becoming a huge asset to a movie collector. deMusica.com is also featuring a free monthly
ad-supported membership which is something I'm surprised they aren't asking for more money for. The free membership is
available right now in the Google Play store and in the future will be available for $3.99 per month. There is a free three-day

trial in the Google Play store so if you're in the market for a movie streaming service on Android, check out the deMusica.com
app. Want to read more? Check out our earlier review of FilmFlix in our "10 Best Movies Streaming Service for Android"

series.Q: Postgresql in docker container gives out of memory I tried to run Postgresql on my docker container as: docker run -it
--name postgres -d -p 5432:5432 postgres but I get an out of memory error. postgres (PostgreSQL) 10.7 (Ubuntu

10.7-0ubuntu0.18.04.1) on x86_64-pc-linux-gnu (64-bit) Current memory: 64 MB of 176 MB available Any suggestions on how
to solve this would be appreciated! A: As suggested by @stewie, try to add -v /dev/shm:/dev/shm to the docker run command.
The reason for this is that, while you see PostgreSQL (or whatever else you run) using your RAM, it might not have enough

swap space to map a huge amount of swap space into RAM. Further information is available in the docker 82157476af
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